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Attendees
Abigail Daken, EPA
Abhishek Jathar, ICF for EPA
Alan Meier, LBNL
Leo Rainer, LBNL
Ethan Goldman, Resilient Edge
Craig Maloney, Intellovations
Michael Blasnik, Google/Nest
Kevin Trinh, Ecobee
Michael Sinclair, Ecobee
Brad Powell, Carrier
Jason Thomas, Carrier
Theresa Gillette, JCI
Rohit Udavant, JCI
Diane Jakobs, Rheem
Carson Burrus, Rheem
Chris Puranen, Rheem
Glen Okita, EcoFactor
John Sartain, Emerson
Eric Ko, Emerson
Phil Jensen, Emerson

James Jackson, Emerson
Daniel Stephan, Emerson
Mike Lubliner, Wash State U
Charles Kim, SCE
Michael Fournier, Hydro Quebec
Dan Fredman, VEIC
Robert Weber, BPA
Phillip Kelsven, BPA
Wade Ferkey, AprilAire
Kristin Heinemeier, Frontier 
Energy
Ulysses Grundler, Trane
John Hughes, Trane
Mike Caneja, Bosch
Sarathy Palaykar, Bosch
Mike Clapper, UL
Alex Boesenberg, NEMA
Jon Koliner, Apex Analytics
Hassan Shaban, Apex Analytics
Michael Siemann, Resideo

Arnie Meyer, Resideo
Aniruddh Roy, Goodman/Daikin
Jia Tao, Daikin
Dan Baldewicz, Energy Solutions 
for CA IOUs
Cassidee Kido, Energy Solutions 
for CA IOUs
Dave Winningham, Lennox
Dan Poplawski, Braeburn
Natasha Reid, Mysa
Mustafa Elsisy, Mysa
Peter Gifford, Mysa
Vrushali Mendon, Resource 
Refocus
Riana Johnson, Illume Advising
Sylvain Mayer, Sinope 
Technologies
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Agenda

• Software updates
• Missing data updates
• Vendor anonymity stakeholder discussion updates
• Product family subset discussions
• Line Voltage Thermostat updates
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Software Updates: V1.7 and 2.0

• Updated v1.7.2 to version v1.7.3

– Optional update – changes are related to pinning numpy to 1.19.5

– Current installations of v1.7.2 are fine (Don't fix it if it works)

• v2.0: Updated algorithm for missing hours:

– If missing 2hrs or less in a given day, interpolate the missing hours

– If missing more than 2hrs for that day, delete the day (set data for the day to None)

– (will discuss this more in depth later in the next topic)
– (changes are in the feature/epathermosat_2.0 branch)

• Using GitHub actions for testing instead of TravisCI

– Allows for more flexibility in testing

– Allows us to test Conda installations under Windows

• Documentation updates
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Missing data updates

• Current standard: 
– Thermostats with more than 5% of days (18 days) missing from indoor or outdoor 

temperature data are not included
– Gaps of less than 2 hrs are interpolated; days with longer gaps are excluded.

• Concern: 
– Many statistics files show a significant portion of thermostats being excluded, 

perhaps due to missing data

• Proposed solution:
– Can we expand the missing day threshold without sacrificing accuracy?
– Should we distinguish between missing core days and shoulder days?
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Discussion: Missing data
• Should manufacturers be excluding thermostats that don’t meet a minimum threshold from the 

sample? Should only include products with data from the whole year but should not filter based on 
missing data within the year.

• One vendor. Some lost due to no matching whether data. 70-80% of those that were thrown out 
eliminated because tau values are slightly below zero (for both heating and cooling). Hypothesized to 
occur in houses with noisy data, perhaps because of having >1 tstat per home. 1/6 don’t have model run, 
which might be because of missing data (other reasons too).

• Apex Analytics have done some poking around with this, will set up check-in meeting.

• Are we looking for score changes for individual thermostats or for the whole sample? At the moment, 
individual thermostats, likely to do whole groups later.

– By the way, the “gremlin” code that puts holes in the data is on GitHub too if you want to play with it.

• (https://github.com/EPAENERGYSTAR/epathermostat/blob/feature/epa2.0_gremlin/scripts/gremlin.py)

– Not testing removing individual hours – currently removing 5 days at a time so it runs more quickly.

https://github.com/EPAENERGYSTAR/epathermostat/blob/feature/epa2.0_gremlin/scripts/gremlin.py
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Vendor anonymity is a spectrum: WHAT can be seen by WHOM

Information closely held                                                                                    Information widely available

Aggregated data 
shared for 
certification and 
research.  Public can 
see certification 
status, published 
anonymized data.
EPA also sees lots of 
anonymized data.

EPA can see data 
output from EPA 
software by vendor.

Data 
output 
from EPA 
software, 
by vendor, 
is public.Public can see 

metric scores by 
vendor.

We Are 
Here

Here Be 
Dragons

Can We Land In Here 
Somewhere?

EPA can share data 
output from EPA 
software by vendor 
to select parties.

No data 
shared.

Aggregated 
data shared 
only for 
certification.

Household 
data 
shared.
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Vendor anonymity discussion updates

• Discussion with most connected thermostat partners over the last 6 weeks.

• The more information is shared, the more progress we can make on the metric 
together, bringing it towards being more consistent, reliable, and representative.

• Review: in terms of the specific questions we discussed, three types of 
information 

– Metrics results: just the metrics used for certification (heating savings and 
cooling savings, lower confidence bound of the mean and 20th percentile)

– Statistics file: Final software output submitted to ICF semi-annually; currently,  
content shared with EPA and LBL but anonymized by vendor

– Metrics file: Intermediate software output; text file with analysis information 
(tau, alpha, heating savings, cooling savings, etc.) for each thermostat in the 
sample
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Vendor anonymity discussion updates (continued)

• Question 1: Can EPA and LBL see the statistics file non-anonymized?

• This was the one our team is most interested in, to allow free discussion with 
individual vendors about unexpected metrics results.

• Some business risk from FOIA requests; though we would argue this information 
is confidential business information, there’s no guarantee it would work

• Themes from Partner discussions

– Some partners were unconcerned about this; others hesitated; most needed to 
have a detailed discussion with their lawyers and management, so we’re 
waiting on answers in many cases.

– In general, smaller vendors were more concerned, fearing the better-capitalized 
vendors might have the resources to do a FOIA request and back-engineer 
algorithms

• If you haven’t gotten back to us, PLEASE DO – we’d like to make a decision shortly
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Vendor anonymity discussion updates (continued)

• Question 2: Can any part of our team see metrics files?

• This would allow a better understanding of why particular thermostats were not 
making it into the statistics calculations, and help us make the software more 
useful and possible give more consistent results

• We asked vendors, if they were not comfortable, to think about what might help

• Themes from Partner discussions

– Removing the zip code for the thermostats from this file (as in V2.0) very 
helpful

– Some vendors would need to use a different unique thermostat ID

– A couple vendors thought it could be managed, most needed more time to 
think about it
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Vendor anonymity discussion updates (continued)

• Question 3: Should the metric results be published on the list of certified products?

• Most ENERGY STAR product finders have efficiency metrics published

• EPA isn’t sure we want to do this either: a higher metric score may not lead to 
higher savings; users would need to be educated on this.  On the other hand, it 
would put pressure on us all to improve that situation.

• Themes from Partner discussions

– All vendors felt that however we educate people about the scores, it was 
inevitable that they would influence purchasing

– Most vendors cared where their score would fall in answering this; vendors 
with recently improved scores were interested in showing scores

– A couple vendors were very concerned that the difference in scores might be 
more reflective of a difference in customer base rather than in products

• New idea: what if we included a measure of uncertainty, so that users would have 
a sense of whether scores were statistically distinguishable?
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Product Family Subset

• Do product families represent an appropriate level of aggregation, considering both 
vendor effort and rating accuracy?

• Risks to current (liberal) definition:
– Dissimilar products could be inaccurately grouped in a single family
– Some products could receive certification that would not qualify on their own
– More acute issue if specific metric scores are published for product families

• Risks to using more granular product families: 
– More time running model
– Smaller sample sizes 
– Delays for new products entering the market

• Opportunities to achieve higher ratings for eco-targeted products
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Have had discussions with several vendors so far
• Some do not feel there are any meaningful distinctions that would allow them to 

split into more granular product families, regardless of definition.
• Some possible ideas for subsets:

– Retail / pro channels
– Commercial market-oriented
– Different default configurations, templates, or schedule settings
– Remote sensors
– De/humidification capability (if only available as a specialty model)

• Out of scope:
– Different user types or user behavior (no way to distinguish with label)

• Request: run the metrics for two or more potential product sub-families

Product Family Subset
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Discussion: Product family subsets
• Different segmenting produces a lot of possible subfamily – would be helpful if 

different vendors segmented in similar ways, so that we get more generalizable 
results

• Most vendors have 5 or fewer models – why not just submit each model separately?  
Avoids the problem of different vendors splitting on different feature sets.  Clarified 
this is for the purposes of this test, not advocating for certification. 

• One vendor: Retail vs. pro channel interesting – hypothesize less savings for pro 
channel.

• Connection to Alexa/voice assistant as a distinction? Interesting research question, 
but not relevant to labeling since it’s a feature implemented or not after market.  
(Though at least one vendor can tell if commands come through Alexa or any other 
voice assistant) 

• Knowing whether product is installed through a utility program make a difference?  
Depends how the marketing is done, and also whether that means a pro install. 
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Discussion: Product family subsets
• Also whether the utility is using the thermostat for load shifting – though again, that 

might not be a difference that we could address with labeling. 
• 20% of utility programs do load shifting now and more likely with FERC changes in 

2022. That doesn’t mean that those thermostats are a significant part of any vendor’s 
population of installations.  Enrollment rates aren’t necessarily that high for 
thermostats that already exist in the service territory, even if you get paid for load 
shifting.

• Again, not sure what that would do to the metric scores.  



ENERGY STAR Connected Thermostats Stakeholder 
Meeting

Line-Voltage Thermostat Data Analysis



● Our Company & Product
● Line-Voltage Thermostat Data Analysis 
● Investigation of Tau
● Conclusions / Recommendations 

Agenda
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Located in Newfoundland, Canada



We develop 
IoT Technology
to save energy

What we Do

We develop 
IoT Technology 
to save energy



Our Product Lineup:
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Our customers are 
asking for ENERGY 
STAR certification! 
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● Does not currently include line-voltage heating 
○ Thermostat that is powered by and/or switches > 30 

Vac
● Mysa Line Voltage heating that controls 120/240 Vac

○ Baseboard 
○ Fan Forced 
○ Radiant 
○ Electric In-Floor

ENERGY STAR Connected Thermostat Standard



Analysis of 51 thermostat files
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- Installed ES Field Saving Software 
- Selected sample files:

- Hot-Humid: 7
- Marine: 14
- Cold-Very Cold: 20
- Hot-Dry/Mixed-Dry: 7
- Mixed Humid: 3



- Total Thermostats: 51
- Overall Compliant: 17 (33%)
- Compliant relaxing tau to -5: 21 (41%)
- Compliant ignoring tau, but not CV RMSE: 27 (53%)
- 100% of devices that passed the filters met the percentage savings 

requirement

Results
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20/51 tau 
values 
are 
positive

39%



- Hot-Humid: 0/7 = 0%
- Marine: 12/14 = 86%
- Cold-Very Cold: 8/20 = 40%
- Hot-Dry/Mixed-Dry:0/7 = 0%
- Mixed Humid: 1/3 = 33%

Positive Tau Climate Zone Distribution 



Heat Source Climate Zone Distribution 

Climate Zone Primary Heating Source 
(Built-in electric units)

Total U.S. 7.8%

Hot-Humid 7.9%

Marine 14.9%

Cold-Very Cold 7.8%

Hot-Dry/Mixed-Dry 6.3%

Mixed Humid 6.9%

Source: https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/hc/php/hc6.6.php

https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/hc/php/hc6.6.php


Calculate Tau Manually (Empirical Tau) 

- Plot daily average runtime (y-axis) and internal -
external temperature difference (x-axis) for each 
thermostat over a period of 1 year 

- Disregarded days with runtime < 30 mins
- Draw a line of best fit 
- Determine x-axis intersection 

Investigation of Tau 



Runtime vs temp difference plots

R^2 = 
0.14

R^2 = 
0.27

R^2 = 
0.45

R^2 = 
0.68

R^2 = 
0.12

R^2 = 
0.51

*Examples below had a negative tau generated from the CT field saving software



Distribution of Tau
- All 51 thermostat files
- Used line of best fit & the X-axis intersection to determine tau.
- Roughly 22% of devices are < 0 tau
- Compared to CT Field savings software 61% of devices are < 0 tau



Distribution of Tau Method Comparison

- Absolute Tau difference between Empirical and CT values
- Empirical Tau values were higher on average than the CT Field 

Savings Software Tau values



Distribution of R^2

- The sample predominantly had low R^2 values
- Potentially due to the presence of other heating / cooling sources

- 60% of them < .4, and 80% < .6



R^2 and Tau

- 0.09 correlation
- The lower R^2 is the further Tau can stray in absolute value.



Observations / Recommendations 

- There is a linear relationship between indoor/outdoor temp difference vs 
runtime.

- The sample had relatively low R^2 values, presumably due to the 
interference of other heating sources. 

- Overall, three-quarters of U.S. homes use two or more energy 
sources. (https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/use-of-
energy/homes.php)

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/use-of-energy/homes.php


Observations / Recommendations 

- 100% of devices that passed the filters met the percentage savings 
requirement

- There is a significant deviation between the calculated empirical tau and the 
tau generated from EPA software optimization engine

- Encouraging vendors to calculate empirical tau for a set of 20-50 
thermostats and submit to EPA.  
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Discussion: Line Voltage Thermostats
• Analysis is on one thermostat vs. a whole home

• Choosing only thermostats that meet the model may bias the sample, in a different way than 
for other thermostats that have many installations fall out.

– Counter-thought: the ones that fit best might be ones that carry most of the heating load. 
[Not everyone buys this argument.]

– Note also that could aggregate all the Mysa-controlled baseboards, but there may well be 
other heating sources that are not Mysa-controlled.

• Potential change: keep tau values within a physically reasonable range when we calculate the 
fit. (Use a Bayesian penalty for fit results that go outside a physically meaningful tau.) Or 
substitute an average tau and re-fit model. Average tau per climate zone across all vendors?

• Slope has no effect on score – tau is what sets the savings, because it gives the % of the 
difference the 1F setback is. Savings proportional to reciprocal of Tin – Tout – 1.

• Are there any Python functions that do this kind of thing? Any Bayesian model with a prior on 
tau?
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Discussion: Line Voltage Thermostats
• For Mysa: any additional information about these thermostats, e.g. whether there were 

multiple thermostats, whether it was multifamily, heating type?  All baseboard, none in the 
sample share a home. Otherwise, no.   Could look into it.   

– Average 2.5 Mysa tstats per home, can check whether there were additional thermostats

– Are the ones that fit the model best the ones that have no additional Mysa in the home?  
Will check. 

– Do not have information about other, non-Mysa heat sources. 

• Do you have any formal or informal ways of examining the data to guess whether there are 
additional heat sources?  R^2 value is indicative. 

– Other reasons for poor R^2 – insolation, leaky envelope plus wind, etc.

– Heating times anomalous for that home could indicate this. 

– Any such model could potentially be applied to other thermostats.  
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